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Abstract. The deployment of software has suffered major transforma-
tions in the last decade. The path has led us to the advent of serverless,
where resources are not required to be allocated in advance, scale to zero
if there are no requests thus paying only for the time the functions are
running. If functions are allowed to scale to zero, it is possible that the
first call will have to wait for the activation of the function and then
for the generation of the response, this is known as cold start. Another
important consideration, related to the previous one, is that the orches-
trator will schedule the execution in a node, and if that node does not
have the container image it has to be downloaded before the contanier
can be started. Therefore, startup time and image size matters. This
work describes an adaptation of embeded Tomcat to ease the develop-
ment of event-driven functions. This approach can lead to small images,
compared with other frameworks, and thus smaller response times in cold
starts. Besides, smaller images and applications with less memory con-
sumption are suitable to run in edge devices with smaller computational
capabilities and memory constraints. To test the proposed modification,
a function that uses YOLOv3 to detect objects in images, has been de-
veloped and deployed on Knative.
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1 Introducción

In the last decade, the deployment of software has undergone big trans-
formations. With the Infrastructure-as-a-Service model, applications were
deployed in virtual machines. Later, applications were encapsulated in
containers as these are smaller and it takes less time to start, while pro-
viding similar levels of isolation. In both cases, one had to allocate the VM
or the container and pay for the time they were running even though they
were idle. With the advent of serverless [4], resources are not required to
be allocated in advance: functions can be encapsulated in containers and
deployed on a serverless platform. The replicas can scale from zero to a



configurable maximum, thus the cost can be reduced as one will pay for
the time the functions are running.

In serverless platforms such as Knative [2],[5] two types of functions
can be deployed. Synchronous functions that must return a result to the
client that invoked them (the client waits until the result is received), or
asynchronous functions that are activated through cloud events [1] (the
client sends the event and asynchronously the process is running). In this
later case, the following elements are involved:

– A source that generates events (can be an external source or another
internal function)

– A broker that receives the events
– A trigger that sends the events from the broker to the consumers
– Consumers that process the events.

This event-driven nature is suitable to deploy loosely coupled functions
and to deploy machine learning applications in the continuum cloud-edge
[7],[3].

Knative does not impose any programming model to develop the func-
tions. In this work we have opted for Java due to our previous experience
with this language. Using Java, functions can be developed using any ap-
plication runtime platform (Tomcat, Spring, Quarkus, Micronaut, etc).

The goal of this work is to modify embeded Tomcat1 to provide ab-
stractions to develop event-driven serverless functions. With this proposal
we achieve the following features:

1. Provide abstractions to develop event-driven functions using Tomcat
to deal with CloudEvent.

2. Offer the possibility to return a CloudEvent as the response.
3. Offer filters to: check the health of the function, serve basic perfor-

mance metrics, add token-based authorization.
4. Provide a class to facilitate the use of these filters programmatically.

To asses this proposal, an event-driven serverless function, that uses
a trained YOLOv3 model [6] loaded on OpenCV, to detect objects in
images has been developed. This implementation is compared with the
use of Spring and the results show that the container image is smaller
and the application is lighter in terms of memory consumption.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the proposed
changes to embeded Tomcat. Section 3 shows how a function can be
developed with the proposed changes, compares the resulting function

1 https://github.com/apache/tomcat



with an equivalent in Spring, and shows a deployment on Knative. Finally,
conclussions and future work are presented in section 4.

2 Enhancing Embeded Tomcat

Knative serverless platform offers two deployment modes: serving where
the client performs an HTTP requests and waits for the response; and
eventing where the client sends an event that is processed asynchronously.

To use events in Knative a broker and a trigger must be created in
advance. When a cloud event is sent to the broker, the trigger uses the
cloud event type and/or source attributes to determine if the event must
be sent to a consumer as depicted in Figure 1. Knative uses the sidecar
pattern and adds a queue-proxy container to the pod along with the
container implementing the function. The queue-proxy container receives
the event and sends it to the function using an HTTP POST request.
Besides, the queue-proxy container implements fault tolerance such as
retries, timeouts, and so on.

Fig. 1. A source creates and sends a cloud event to the broker and the trigger sends
the event to a sink.

With the available embeded Tomcat, if we want to develop a function
to deal with events, we must create a class that extends HttpServlet

and implemenent the method doPost(.,.). Then, from the information
of the headers and the information in the body we must create a cloud
event and perform the business logic.

The main goal of this work is to provide a higher abstraction so that
we receive the cloud event already created2.

As shown in Figure 2, an abstract class, CloudEventListener, has
been added to a new package jakarta.servlet.events. This class ex-
tends GenericServlet, so it is a servlet that can be registered in an
embeded Tomcat instance. The abstract class GenericServlet offers the

2 The forked repository is available at: https://github.com/jgutie2r/tomcat

https://github.com/jgutie2r/tomcat


service abstract method that will be called when a request is received.
The implementation of this method in the CloudEventListener class per-
forms the following actions: check if the request HTTP method is POST,
extract from the headers and the body all the information to create a
cloud event, and call the abstract method consumeEvent. This method re-
ceives the cloud event, the HttpServletRequest, and the HttpServletResponse.

With these changes, to create a function the developer must subclass
CloudEventListener and provide the implementation of the consumeEvent
method with the business logic of the application. This class offers also a
method to return a CloudEvent as the reponse of the request. Figure 2
shows the simplified class diagram.

Fig. 2. New abstract class developed and its relation with the existing GenericServlet

class.

Besides, a new package org.apache.catalina.filters with three
filters has been added:

– HealthFilter to offer and endpoint to check if the function is active.

– MetricsFilter to offer basic performance metrics (number of re-
quests and response times).

– TokenAuthFilter to perform token authorization based on a config-
urable header token.

Finally, a class FilterUtils has been added to that package to program-
matically add the filters to the application.



3 Developing an event-driven serverless function

This section describes how an event-driven serverless function can be
developed using the proposed changes3.

The function receives an event with the following information: the
URL of an image, the information to upload the results, and the type of
objects to be detected in the image. The function will download the image,
input this image to a YOLOv3 DNN pretrained with the COCO image
database, and finally upload the results (a JSON file with information
of the detected objects and an image with the position of the detected
objects).

The skeleton of the function is shown in the following listing:

package serverless.function;

import jakarta.servlet.events.CloudEventListener;

import jakarta.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;

import jakarta.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

// Other imports

public class ObjectDetectCloudEventListener extends CloudEventListener {

private Gson g = new Gson();

private ObjectDetect objDetector;

@Override

public void consumeEvent(CloudEvent ev, HttpServletRequest req,

HttpServletResponse resp)↪→
throws ServletException, IOException {

// Get the body of the cloud event

String body = new String(ev.getData().toBytes());

// Parse JSON body to objetc

Job job = g.fromJson(body, Job.class);

// Get info from Job to:

// 1. Download image

// 2. Process image

// 3. Upload results

// finally, return a cloud event as response:

sendCloudEvent(event, resp);

}

}

An instance of this class can be registered in Tomcat adding a mapping
to bind a URL with the instance.

3 The source code of this application can be obtained from https://github.com/jgutie2r/

object-detection-embed-tomcat-events

https://github.com/jgutie2r/object-detection-embed-tomcat-events
https://github.com/jgutie2r/object-detection-embed-tomcat-events


This code has been encapsulated in a container image. An image with
Java 17 (125 MB) has been used as base image and the following elements
have been added:

– libopencv-3.4.2.so (72 MB)

– yolov3-tiny.cfg (1915 B)

– yolov3-tiny.weight (35.4 MB)

– coco.names (625 B)

– object-detect-fn-events.jar (21.5 kB)

– jar dependencies (5.3 MB)

The final container image has a size of 237 MB.

The choice of Java 17 is to make a fair comparison with the version
implemented using Spring, as the later requires this version to implement
functions4.

3.1 Comparison with Spring

Spring provides spring-cloud-function-web that can be used to buid
event-driven serverless function. The following listing shows a skeleton of
the previous application using Spring.

@SpringBootApplication

public class ObjectDetectionApplication {

private ObjectDetect objDetector;

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {

try {

System.loadLibrary(Core.NATIVE_LIBRARY_NAME);

} catch (final UnsatisfiedLinkError e) {}

SpringApplication.run(ObjectDetectionApplication.class, args);↪→
}

@Bean

public Function<Job, DetectionResponse> detect() {

return job -> {

// Obtain info from job to:

// 1. Download image

// 2. Process image

// 3. Upload results

return detectionResponse;

};

}

}

4 The container image of the Tomcat version can be reduced to 182 MB if a small
Java 11 base image is used



The function detect() returns a refence of type Function<R,T>. The
first type parameter is the type of the data in the cloud event (already
converted from JSON to POJO) and the second is the type of the body
of the cloud event that will be returned as reponse.

The same image with Java 17 (125 MB) has been used as base image
and final image container size is 254 MB.

To check the differences between the two implementations, 400 calls
have been made to each funcion and the memory consuption of each con-
tainer has been monitored. In this experiment, a sleep of 200 ms between
consecutive calls have been used. Results are show in figure 3. The Spring
version consumes in average 10.8% more memory than the version using
embeded Tomcat.
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Fig. 3. Memory consuption after 400 calls of both implementations (Spring in red and
embeded Tomcat in blue).

3.2 Deployment on Knative

The application has been deployed in an on premises Knative platform.
The cluster is formed by 9 VMs running on two physical machines con-
nected by a 1Gb switch. The master node has 10 CPUs and 16 GB RAM.
The other eight VMs are worker nodes configured with 6 CPUs and 10
GB RAM.



Figure 4 shows the deployment of the function on Knative. A broker
and a trigger have been defined, and the trigger will deliver the event to
the function if the attibute type of the cloud event is object-detect.

Fig. 4. Deployment of the function on Knavite

To test the autoscaling, the function has been deployed with the fol-
lowing configuration:

autoscaling.knative.dev/metric: "concurrency"

autoscaling.knative.dev/target: "2"

autoscaling.knative.dev/minScale: "0"

autoscaling.knative.dev/maxScale: "20"

This configurations implies that we allow 2 concurrent executions per
replica, scale to zero is enabled, and the maximum number of replicas is
20.

We have made 100 invocations and have measured the autoscaling
of the replicas of the function. Figure 5 shows the number of replicas
that are: Creating, Running, and Terminating. The monitoring of the
replicas is started 1 second before the calls are made when no replicas are
running. As can be seen in Figure 5, initially there are no replicas running
and as the number of requests increases new replicas are created. When



the requests have been processed only one replica is kept, and finally that
replica is also terminated.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the replicas and their state when there is a high demand of the
function.

4 Conclussions and future work

This work presents a modification of embeded Tomcat to provide abstrac-
tions to develop event-driven serverless functions. These changes have
been published in a public respository. With the proposed changes, a
function is as subclass of the class CloudEventListener and the method
consumeEvent should be implemented. A sample function has been devel-
oped to expose a trained model YOLOv3 tiny as a function. A comparison
with the same function implemented in Spring has been made. With the
proposed embeded Tomcat, the programming requires more lines of code
but the container image is smaller and it has lower memory consumption.

Our research team proposed a cloud-based distributed architecture
to encode video based on virtual machines and the use of RabbitMQ to
distribute messages that encapsulate the work. As future work, we will
extend that work to develop asynchronous event-driven pipelines using
the proposed embeded Tomcat to deploy functions to encode videos with
different encoders and a function to obtain the quality of the final video
using VMAF.
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